
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

  
  

 
  

  
 

 
  

  
  
  

  
 

 
  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

MLOOLJDQ 

'hfht`l Rtuchds � Jd bg`mp numrrhqud, ���6 

7hH gqHas WA5C aGuHQstqH: 8riQg 6IP6, AIP6, aQG DIP6 sn 
GnFtPHQs 6LAPPr 
&QUKFEHWNHFQ FZWKTW QNXW� 

.FQ 2NQQNLFQ� :QN[HWXNW\ TK :FWHWQTT� N�RNQQNLFQ%ZZFWHWQTT�HF 

1NHN 7ZHXW� "TWN :QN[HWXNW\� WZHXWQ%\TWNZ�HF 

&QQF 8W�4QLH� "TWN :QN[HWXNW\� FXWTQLH%\TWNZ�HF 

5HHW�WH[NHZHI E\� 1rTQ 7TENHKFZI� :QN[HWXNWr IH 8KHWEWTTNH� )WrIrWNH (QF[HWW� :QN[HWXNW\ TK 1FZXFQQH 

Aastr`bt � Qrsumr 
7KNX UFUHW TZWQNQHX WKH HNWHZRXWFQHHX XZWWTZQINQL F QNEHQ HFXH WKFW ZFX KNQHI FLFNQXW FHFIHRNH QNEWFWNFQ )FQH &XNH\ E\ UZEQNXKHW 
+HWEHWW 7NHKFWIXTQ FQI KNX HTRUFQ\ (IZNQ 2HQQHQ 5WHXX� WKH WHXZQWNQL TQQNQH IHEFWH� UWTWHXW� FQI FI[THFH\� FQI WKH HKKTWW E\ F
XRFQQ WHFR WT HFUWZWH� UWHXHW[H� FQI RFNH F[FNQFEQH UWHXHW[HI ZHEXNWHX WHQFWHI WT WKH H[HQW� 7ZHXW� F UWTLWFRRHW FQI FWHKN[NXW� 
QNEWFWNFQ� UWHXHQWX WKH WHHKQNHFQ FXUHHWX TK HFUWZWNQL FQI UWHXHW[NQL :&7( KNQHX� 8W�4QLH� FQ FWHKN[NXW� WHKQHHWX TQ XTRH TK WKH
HKFQQHQLHX TK HWHFWNQL F WWFINWNTQFQ KNQINQL FNI WT HTQWH[WZFQN]H FQI UWT[NIH FHHHXX WT WKH HTQQHHWHI HQHHWWTQNH HTQWHQW� 2NQQNLFQ� F
KNXWTWNFQ� INXHZXXHX XTRH UWHQNRNQFW\ KNQINQLX EFXHI TQ FQFQ\XNX TK WKH IFWF XHW� )NQFQQ\� WKH FZWKTWX WHKQHHW TQ WKH NXXZHX EWTZLKW WT
WKH XZWKFHH E\ WKHNW HQLFLHRHQW ZNWK TZHXWNTQX TK FHFIHRNH KWHHITR� QNEWFWNFQXKNU� FQI UZEQNH FI[THFH\ FQI TQ KTZ XRFQQHW LWTZUX
TK QNNH�RNQIHI UWTKHXXNTQFQX HFQ UWHXHW[H TQQNQH RFWHWNFQ ZKTXH FKWHWQNKH RNLKW TWKHWZNXH UWT[H KQHHWNQL� 

(HW FWWNHQH H[UTXH QHX HNWHTQXWFQHHX HQWTZWFQW ZQH FKKFNWH IH INKKFRFWNTQ IrUTXrH HTQWWH QH ENEQNTWKrHFNWH ZQN[HWXNWFNWH )FQH &XNH\ 
UFW Q'rINWHZW +HWEHWW 7NHKFWXTQ HW XF HTRUFLQNH (IZNQ 2HQQHQ 5WHXX� QHX IrEFWX� UWTWHXWFWNTQX HW UQFNIT\HWX HQ QNLQH TZN HQ TQW 
WrXZQWr� HW QHX HKKTWWX I'ZQH UHWNWH rTZNUH UTZW WHQWHW IH HFUWHW HW IH UWrXHW[HW QHX XNWHX :HE WHQNrX l Q'r[rQHRHQW HW HQ UHWRHWWWH 
Q'FHHsX� 7ZHXW� ZQ UWTLWFRRHZW HW FWHKN[NXWH�ENEQNTWKrHFNWH� UWrXHQWH QHX FXUHHWX WHHKQNTZHX WHQNrX l Q'FHTZNXNWNTQ HW QF UWrXHW[FWNTQ 
IHX KNHKNHWX I'FWHKN[FLH :HE (:&7()� 8W�4QLH� ZQ FWHKN[NXWH� H[FRNQH HHWWFNQX IHX IrKNX [NXFQW l HWrHW ZQ NQXWWZRHQW IH WHHKHWHKH 
WWFINWNTQQHQ UTZW RHWWWH HQ HTQWH[WH QH HTQWHQZ rQHHWWTQNTZH WHHZHNQQN HW HQ KTZWQNW Q'FHHsX� 2NQQNLFQ� ZQ KNXWTWNHQ� INXHZWH IH HHWWFNQHX 
HTQXWFWFWNTQX UWrQNRNQFNWHX KTQIrHX XZW Q'FQFQ\XH IH Q'HQXHREQH IHX ITQQrHX� (QKNQ� QHX FZWHZWX FQFQ\XHQW QHX TZHXWNTQX XTZQH[rHX 
UFW QHZW HQLFLHRHQW HQ WHWRHX IH QNEHWWr FHFIrRNTZH� IH ENEQNTWKrHTQTRNH HW IH UQFNIT\HW UZEQNH� HW QHX RT\HQX UFW QHXTZHQX ZQ 
LWTZUH UQZX WHXWWHNQW IH UWTKHXXNTQQHQX� TZN UFWWFLHQW QHX RèRHX HTQ[NHWNTQX� UHZW UWrXHW[HW IHX ITHZRHQWX HQ QNLQH ITQW QHX 
HKFQHHX IH XZW[NH UTZWWFNHQW FZWWHRHQW X'F[rWHW rUKrRsWHX� 

Idyworcs � Lots &lrs 
4&.8� FWHKN[HX� INLNWFQ WHUTXNWTWNHX� INLNWFQ KNXWTW\� WH[W FQFQ\XNX� WH[W RNQNQL� #KWHHIFQHFXNH\ 

&ontdnts � &ontdnu 
.QWWTIZHWNTQ
	
7KH XWTW\ TK )FQH &XNH\ F�N�F� #KWHHIFQHFXNH\
	
7FNNQL WKH LFREQH� (FUWZWNQL KNXWTWNHFQ RTRHQWX KTW UTXWHWNW\
	
5ZWWNQL WKH FWHKN[H WTLHWKHW
	

(FUWZWNQL WZT KZQIWHI UFLHX NQ F XNQLQH XKHQQ XHWNUW (HWHFWNQL 8.5X) 
.XQFQITWF XTQZWNTQ UFHN :HE &7(KN[H� &.5�).5 INXXHRNQFWNTQ 

&WWFQLHRHQW
	
.XQFQITWF WHUTXNWTW\
	
8WTWFLH FQI TWLFQN]FWNTQ ZXNQL )HITWF HTRRTQX & .XQFQITWF
	
.QWHQQHHWZFQ FWWFQLHRHQW FQI HWHFWNTQ TK F WWFINWNTQFQ FWHKN[FQ KNQINQL FNI
	
(RUQT\NQL 48 IHXHWNUWN[H XTKWZFWH
	
7HKQHHWNTQ TQ FWHKN[FQ UWFHWNHH
	

& KNXWTWNFQ NQ WKH FWHKN[H
	
&WWNHZQFWNQL F (EHXW) UWFHWNHH
	
&KWHWZTWI
	
:TWNX HNWHI � 1NXWH IH WrKrWHQHHX
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MLOOLJDQ 

4Q �� )HEWZFW\ ����� 7NHN &QIHWXTQ� F QNEWFWNFQ FQI HTQZRQNXW KTW WKH EQTL 9he 6chTOaWO\ .iWcheQ� UTXWHI F IHWFNQHI XWTW\ TK KNX 
RTXW WHHHQW NQWHWFHWNTQ ZNWK WKH UWHXNIHQW TK WKH (IZNQ 2HQQHQ 5WHXX� F XHKTQFWQ\ UZEQNXKHW WKFW KFI WHHHQWQ\ FHHZXHI FQTWKHW 
QNEWFWNFQ� )FQH &XNH\� TK QNEHQ� 7KH HTRUFQ\ KFI KNQHI F HN[NQ HFXH FLFNQXW ETWK &XNH\ FQI KNX HRUQT\HW� 2H2FXWHW :QN[HWXNW\ NQ 
+FRNQWTQ� 4QWFWNT� XZNQL KTW F HTRENQHI $���� RNQQNTQ� 

7KH QH[W RTQWK� &QIHWXTQ'X NQNWNFQ UTXW FQI F WHQFWHI UTXW ZHWH WHRT[HI KWTR 9he 6chTOaWO\ .iWcheQ� 4Q �� 2FWHK ����� &QIHWXTQ 
UTXWHI FQ FQQTZQHHRHQW WKFW WKH 8THNHW\ KTW 8HKTQFWQ\ 5ZEQNXKNQL� WKH XNWH'X UZEQNXKHW� KFI WHHHN[HI F QHWWHW KWTR F QFZ\HW 
WHUWHXHQWNQL (IZNQ 2HQQHQ 5WHXX ((25) KTZQIHW )W� +HWEHWW (� 7NHKFWIXTQ� IHRFQINQL WKFW WKH XTHNHW\ WHRT[H WZT TKKHQINQL UTXWX 
EHHFZXH WKH\ HTQWFNQHI "INXUFWFLNQL HTRRHQWX FETZW TZW ?(25'XB UZEQNXKNQL UWTLWFR� WKH TZFQNW\ TK TZW ETTNX� FQI FWWFHNHI WKH 
HKFWFHWHW TK TZW HINWTW� 5WTKHXXTW +HWEHWW 7NHKFWIXTQ" (&RHQITQF ����� &QIHWXTQ ����)� 7KH UTXWX ZHWH WHNQXWFWHI � &UWNQ ���� E\ 
WKH ETFWI TK INWHHWTWX TK WKH 885� FHHTRUFQNHI E\ F QHQLWK\ WFWNTQFQH E\ 885 UWHXNIHQW (FWTQ &QQH 2H\HW� .W EHHFRH HQHFW WKFW F 
XWWZLLQH KTW UZEQNH TUNQNTQ ZFX EHNQL ZFLHI EHWZHHQ (25'X FQI &XNH\'X XZUUTWWHWX� 

.Q XZHK F WFUNIQ\ H[TQ[NQL HQ[NWTQRHQW� ZH QHHIHI WT FHW WT HQXZWH WKNX RFWHWNFQ HTZQI EH XF[HI� 7KTZLK ZHE XTZWHHX TKKHW WHFIHWX 
WKH FI[FQWFLH TK QHFWQ\ NQXWFQWFQHTZX ZUIFWHX WT F IH[HQTUNQL XWTW\� WKH\ FWH� E\ WKHNW [HW\ QFWZWH� HUKHRHWFQ� 7KH\ HFQ EH HINWHI� 
HKFQLHI� FQI WHRT[HI FW FQ\ UTNQW� .Q WKH HFXH TK (25 [X� &XNH\� ZKHWH WKH XWWZLLQH WT XZF\ UZEQNH TUNQNTQ ZFX UQF\HI TZW NQ F 
UZEQNH KTWZR� WKHWH ZFX HTQHHWQ WKFW HINWX WT ZHEXNWHX� HHFXH FQI IHXNXW IHRFQIX� FQI TWKHW HKKTWWX WT HTQWWTQ WKH QFWWFWN[H ZTZQI( 
NQ F [HW\ XKTWW UHWNTI TK WNRH(WHRT[H NQKTWRFWNTQ KWTR WKH KNXWTWNHFQ WHHTWI� &X INXHZXXNTQX H[TQ[HI FW .QXide +igheW (d FQI FHWTXX 
RZQWNUQH ZHE KTWZRX TK WKH &hWTQicOe Tf +igheW (dXcaWiTQ� FQI FX WFNHITZQ QTWNHHX EHLFQ WT UWTQNKHWFWH� WKH WNXN TK QTXNQL RFWHWNFQ 
LWHZ� 4QHH QTXW� WKH TQQ\ H[NIHQHH WKFW ZTZQI XZW[N[H ZTZQI EH WKH KHFWXF\ TK XNWH FIRNQNXWWFWTWX FQI EQTL FZWKTWX� :H IHHRHI NW 
ZNXH WT TKKHW F KZQQ FHHTZQWNQL TK WKH ITHZRHQWFWNTQ NQ TWIHW WT LN[H WKH UZEQNH FHHHXX WT FX RFQ\ XNIHX TK WKH IH[HQTUNQL XWTW\ FX 
UTXXNEQH� 

7KH XZNW FLFNQXW )FQH &XNH\ KFI WKH UTWHQWNFQ WT EH F RNQHXWTQH HFXH NQ XHKTQFWQ\ HTRRZQNHFWNTQ� WH[TQ[NQL FX NW INI FWTZQI HHQWWFQ 
TZHXWNTQX TK FHFIHRNH KWHHITR� WKH WTQH TK EQTLLNQL NQ QNEWFWNFQXKNU� WKH QFWZWH TK UZEQNXKNQL NQ WKH INLNWFQ FLH� FQI WKH UWTKHXXNTQFQ 
UWFHWNHH TK QNEWFWNFQX� %ZW� LN[HQ WKH [ZQQHWFENQNW\ TK WKH KNXWTWNHFQ WHHTWI NQ WKNX XNWZFWNTQ� ZKFW ZTZQI XZW[N[H FX H[NIHQHH" &QWKTZLK 
WKH .QWHWQHW &WHKN[H'X H[WHQXN[H XHWFUHX TK WKH :TWQI :NIH :HE RNLKW HFWHK XTRH TK WKNX HTQWHQW� XNWHX FWH UWHXHW[HI TQQ\ H[HW\ 
HTZUQH TK RTQWKX� 7KH .QWHWQHW &WHKN[H'X NQKWFXWWZHWZWH NX QTW XHW ZU WT HFUWZWH WFUNIQ\ HKFQLNQL ZHE UFLHX� ([HQ NK WKH FWHKN[H 
HTZQI EH HFQNEWFWHI WT KTHZX TQ RTRHQWX TK WFUNI HKFQLH� WKH )FQH &XNH\ HFXH ZFX QTW F KNLK�UWTKNQH H[HQW QNNH WKFW TK WKH WHHHQW 
7ZXXNFQ NQ[FXNTQ TK (WNRHF� IZWNQL ZKNHK WKH .QWHWQHW &WHKN[H'X &WHKN[H�.W XHW[NHH HFUWZWHI FQI UWHXHW[HI RFWHWNFQ KWTR F QTHFQ 
RHINF TZWQHW FX WKHNW TKKNHHX ZHWH EHNQL WFQXFHNHI (XHH� H�L�� 2NQQNLFQ ����� )HZH\ ����� 7F\QTW ����� .FUQFQ ����)� 7WFINWNTQFQQ\� 
ZHE FWHKN[NQL KFX EHHQ ITRNQFWHI E\ QFWLH NQXWNWZWNTQX� KWTR WKH 8FQ )WFQHNXHT�EFXHI .QWHWQHW &WHKN[H WT NQIN[NIZFQ ZQN[HWXNWNHX WT 
QFWNTQFQ QNEWFWNHX XZHK FX 1NEWFW\ FQI &WHKN[HX (FQFIF� +TZH[HW� NQ WKH WFUNIQ\ H[TQ[NQL HFXH TK )FQH &XNH\� ZKTXH HTQWH[W ZFX 
WHQFWN[HQ\ QTHFQ� NQWHW[HQWNTQ E\ FQ\ TK WKHXH NQXWNWZWNTQX ZFX QTW KHFXNEQH� 8TRHTQH ZNWKNQ WKH HTRRZQNW\ KFI WT WFNH FHWNTQ� 

7KH 5WTLWHXXN[H 1NEWFWNFQX *ZNQI'X *WHFWHW 7TWTQWT &WHF (KFUWHW (51*�*7&)� TK ZKNHK XTRH TK WKH FZWKTWX FWH RHREHWX� XHW F UQFQ 
NQWT FHWNTQ� 51*�*7& NX FQ TWLFQN]FWNTQ TK 7TWTQWT�FWHF QNEWFW\ ZTWNHWX HTQHHWQHI ZNWK XTHNFQ OZXWNHH FQI HTZFQNW\� HKFRUNTQNQL TUHQ 
FHHHXX WT NQKTWRFWNTQ FQI WKH UWHXHW[FWNTQ TK HTRRTQ XUFHH (51*�*7& ����)� 7KH FUUWTFHK NQ[TQ[HI WKH IHUQT\RHQW TK WKWHH 
NQWHWHTQQHHWHI UWTLWFRX� TQH WKFW HFUWZWHI FQI UWHXHW[HI XUHHNKNH ZHE UFLHX WHQFWHI WT WKH )FQH &XNH\ HFXH� TQH WKFW LHQHWFWHI 
5))X TK WKH XNWHX� FQI TQH WKFW HWHFWHI QTQL XHWHHQXKTWX TK WKH UFLH HTQWHQW NQ F 51* KNQH� ([HW\ IF\� WKHXH UWTLWFRX TZHWNHI FQ 
H[WHQXN[H (FQI LWTZNQL) QNXW TK WHQH[FQW XNWHX� :NWK F RNQNRZR TK WNRH FQI QNWWQH HTXW EH\TQI XWTWFLH� 51*�*7& LFWKHWHI F QFWLH 
HTWUZX TK RFWHWNFQ WHQFWNQL WT WKNX XWTW\� 7KNX H[HQW�EFXHI HTQQHHWNTQ� HTQXNXWNQL TK ��� INLNWFQ TEOHHWX� HFHK TK ZKNHK HTQWFNQHI IFNQ\ 
XQFUXKTWX TK WKH H[FRNQHI XNWHX T[HW XH[HWFQ RTQWKX� TKKHWX FQ NQ[FQZFEQH WHHTWI TK WKH TQQNQH IHEFWH FETZW WKH HTZWW HFXH� 7KH 
.XQFQITWF :HE &7(KN[H (:&7() XTQZWNTQ UFHN (ZKNHK HTRENQHX WKH WKWHH UWTLWFRX QNXWHI FET[H) UWT[NIHX FQ NIHFQ WHXHFWHK 
NQWHWKFHH� HWHFWNQL :&7( TEOHHWX� 5))X� FQI 51* IHWN[FWN[HX KWTR F [HW\ EWTFI HFUWZWH TK HTQWHQW� &X .XQFQITWF NX FQ TUHQ�XTZWHH 
INLNWFQ FXXHW RFQFLHRHQW UQFWKTWR EFXHI TQ )HITWF (WHUTXNWTW\) FQI )WZUFQ� WKH :&7( XTQZWNTQ UFHN NX F )WZUFQ RTIZQH WKFW 
NQWHLWFWHX ZHQQ ZNWK .XQFQITWF� FQQTZNQL ZXHWX WT IHUTXNW� HWHFWH IHWN[FWN[HX� FQI NQWHWFHW ZNWK F LN[HQ W\UH TK TEOHHW� (FXH TK ZXH 
RFNHX NW NIHFQ KTW FITUWNTQ E\ TWLFQN]FWNTQX ZNWK RNQNRFQ NQKWFXWWZHWZWH� &KWHW WKH HWHFWNTQ TK WKH #KWHHIFQHFXNH\ HTQQHHWNTQ� 51*� 
*7& HWHFWHI F KNQINQL FNI WT KFHNQNWFWH FHHHXX FQI WT ITHZRHQW WKH WHFR'X NQWHQQHHWZFQ UWTHHXX� 

7KH KNWXW UFWW TK WKNX FWWNHQH TZWQNQHX WKH HTQQHHWNTQ� FHTZNXNWNTQ� FQI FWHKN[FQ IHXHWNUWNTQ TK WKH #KWHHIFQHFXNH\ HTQQHHWNTQ� ZKNQH WKH 
XHHTQI UFWW WH[TQ[HX FWTZQI KTZ KNXWTWNFQX RNLKW ZXH FQI NQWHWUWHW NW� .W NX TZW FWLZRHQW WKFW WKNX H[HQW�EFXHI ZHE FWHKN[NQL 
UWTHHIZWH NX ZTWWK HTQXNIHWFWNTQ E\ NQXWNWZWNTQX� )WTR WKNX FWHKN[H� ZH HFQ WWFHH KTZ WKH XWTW\ XKNKWHI HRUKFXNX� KWTR TQH TK QNEHQ 
FQI FHFIHRNH KWHHITR NQ WKH KNWXW ZHHNX KTQQTZNQL WKH FQQTZQHHRHQW TK WKH XZNW� WT F EWTFIHW INXHZXXNTQ FETZW XHKTQFWQ\ UZEQNXKNQL� 
FQI KNQFQQ\ WT H[FRNQFWNTQX TK WKH KNXWTW\ TK (IZNQ 2HQQHQ 5WHXX KTZQIHW +HWEHWW 7NHKFWIXTQ� &X ZH HQWHW FQ HWF TK INLNWFQ KNXWTW\(F 
QHEZQTZX XZEKNHQI TK WKH KNXWTWNHFQ UWTKHXXNTQ WKFW HQHTRUFXXHX WKH ZXH TK INLNWFQ WTTQX ETWK WT WHFHK QHZ UZEQNHX FQI WT IT KNXWTW\ NQ 
QHZ ZF\X (WKNX FUUWTFHK WT XHKTQFWXKNU HFQ FQXT XHW[H FX FQ H[FRUQH TK WKH UTXXNENQNWNHX TK WHXHFWHK NQ WKH FLH TK WKH :TWQI :NIH 
:HE� %\ UWT[NINQL F WNHK IFWF XHW TK IFNQ\ HFUWZWHX TK WKH NIHQWNKNHI XNWHX (FW F RTIHXW HTXW NQ WHWRX TK NQKWFXWWZHWZWH FQI QFETZW 
ZXNQL TUHQ�XTZWHH WTTQX)� ETWK HQTXH WHFINQL FQI RTWH RFHWTXHTUNH IFWF RNQNQL RHWKTITQTLNHX FWH UTXXNEQH� 

Sgd story oe '`ld Askdy `�k�`� #erddc`ld`skdy 
)FQH &XNH\ NX FQ FHFIHRNH QNEWFWNFQ� +H NX HZWWHQWQ\ HRUQT\HI FX FXXTHNFWH ZQN[HWXNW\ QNEWFWNFQ WHXUTQXNEQH KTW QNEWFW\ FQI QHFWQNQL 
WHHKQTQTLNHX FQI FIRNQNXWWFWN[H INWHHWTW TK WKH 1HZNX & 7ZWK 8KHWRFQ (HQWWH KTW )NLNWFQ 8HKTQFWXKNU� FW 2H2FXWHW :QN[HWXNW\ NQ 
+FRNQWTQ� 4QWFWNT� .Q ����� KTZH[HW� &XNH\ ZFX F XZEOHHW QNEWFWNFQ ZTWNNQL FW .FQXFX 8WFWH :QN[HWXNW\� &X UFWW TK KNX 
WHXUTQXNENQNWNHX WKHWH� IWFZNQL TQ KNX XZEOHHW XUHHNFQN]FWNTQ H[UHWWNXH FX F LWFIZFWH IHLWHH KTQIHW NQ *HWRFQNH QFQLZFLHX FQI 
QNWHWFWZWHX� &XNH\ XZUHW[NXHI UZWHKFXNQL FQI HTQQHHWNTQ IH[HQTURHQW KTW FWWX FQI KZRFQNWNHX� .Q WFQIHR ZNWK WKHXH UWTKHXXNTQFQ 
WHXUTQXNENQNWNHX� &XNH\ ZWTWH FQI RFQFLHI FQ FHWN[H FHFIHRNH EQTL� (iQWaXcheQ: diYe iQ� ZKHWH KH INXHZXXHI RFQ\ FXUHHWX TK KNX 
FHWN[NWNHX FX F UWTKHXXNTQFQ FHFIHRNH QNEWFWNFQ� 

4Q �� 8HUWHREHW ����� &XNH\ ZWTWH F EQTL UTXW INXHZXXNQL WKH XHKTQFWQ\ TZWUZW TK WKH (IZNQ 2HQQHQ 5WHXX ((25)� .Q NW KH 
TZHXWNTQHI WKH TZFQNW\ TK WKH XHKTQFWXKNU UZEQNXKHI E\ WKH UWHXX� WKH KNLK UWNHHX (25 HKFWLHI KTW NWX WNWQHX� FQI WKH ZNXITR TK 
UZWHKFXNQL XZHK WNWQHX KTW FHFIHRNH QNEWFWNHX NQ F HQNRFWH TK XKWNQNNQL EZILHWX (&XNH\ ����F)� 7KH UZEQNH INXHZXXNTQ WKFW KTQQTZHI 



  

 
 

  
 

  
  

   
 

 
  

 

  
  

  
  

  
 

 
 

 
  

  
  

  
  

 

  
  

 
 

 

  
  

  
 

  
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

 
  

  
  

 
  

 
  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

 

  

MLOOLJDQ 

EHWZHHQ &XNH\ FQI [FWNTZX WHFIHWX (RFQ\ TK WKHR FZWKTWX UZEQNXKHI E\ (25) WFQLHI NQ XHTUH� EZW WKWTZLKTZW KNX HTQ[HWXFWNTQX 
ZNWK WHFIHWX� &XNH\ WHNWHWFWHI KNX RFNQ HWNWNHNXRX� 

7KH WNWQHX FWH QHFWQ\ FQZF\X WTT QFWWTZ NQ XHTUH�WTT RFWLNQFQ (FX \TZ XFNI� OTZWQFQ FWWNHQHX ZTZQI RFNH XHQXH KHWH)� 
WKH WH[WX FWH QTW UWTKHXXNTQFQQ\ HINWHI� WKH UK\XNHFQ TZFQNW\ NX XZXUHHW� FQI WKH UWNHHX FWH WTT KNLK (&XNH\ ����E)� 

.W ZFX QTW ZQWNQ RNI������ FKWHW &XNH\ KFI XHWWQHI NQWT KNX UTXNWNTQ FW 2H2FXWHW :QN[HWXNW\� WKFW KH WHHHN[HI KTWRFQ QTWNHH WKFW (25'X 
UWHXNIHQW� )W� +HWEHWW (� 7NHKFWIXTQ� ZFX XZNQL KNR KTW QNEHQ� .Q )HHHREHW ����� ETWK &XNH\ FQI KNX HRUQT\HW� 2H2FXWHW :QN[HWXNW\� 
ZHWH XHW[HI ZNWK F XHHTQI XZNW QFRNQL (25 FQI 7NHKFWIXTQ FX UQFNQWNKKX� .Q ETWK XZNWX� (25 FQI 7NHKFWIXTQ FQQHLHI WKFW &XNH\'X 
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collections constituted through legal deposit and resources like the Internet Archive can provide high-level context but case studies
are necessary to help flesh out a more precise picture of life on the Web. With annual, or even monthly, scrapes, archivists may not
be able to capture the granular detail that historians require to weave their stories. If a comment is posted and subsequently
removed in the interim, it is gone. The same goes for re-edited blog posts and the flow and development of discussions. Virtually
none of the online activity and debate occurring around the Dale Askey case would have been captured in a large top-level crawl of
major websites; anything captured would have been happenstance. Currently, our national institution, Library Archives Canada,
conducts limited web archiving focused on the activities of select federal departments as well as select topic-based crawls of
Canadian sites. Grassroots initiatives are needed to complement the formal institutional programs that are more focused on broad
sweeps of Canadian domains online.

But what shape should these grassroots initiatives take? One obvious forum is from within an academic library, which enjoys
information technology support and forms an integral part of the scholarly mission. Like many other universities, York University
(2015) has record retention schedules to facilitate the transfer of official university records of lasting historical value to the archives.
Yet a number of factors have made implementing similar practices in the online environment challenging: distributed IT systems,
lack of naming conventions, time pressures, office operations silos, and reorganizations that leave websites abandoned or neglected,
among others. It is our experience that organizational cultures do not necessarily view websites as official documents, but rather as
transactional, fluid spaces. This attitude persists despite the fact that such spaces are increasingly the home of important content
that has lasting historical and archival value. So rather than wait for policies to roll out through the usual bureaucratic process, York
University Libraries began to preserve a selection of university websites and communications that documented York's campus
activities in a systematic and easily accessed manner.

York University Libraries were thus already engaged in preserving their own official websites when the Dale Askey case broke. It
gave our team the opportunity to readjust the tools already in use to document a wider social movement that was shaping our
collective experience as academic librarians and generating considerable online debate. The project was organized fairly quickly; the
aim was to capture sites daily to create a permanent record of the unfolding story and to preserve sites and commentary that were
changing over time or being actively deleted. The goal was to document the story of the lawsuit itself and the public reaction to this
unprecedented development in the history of academic libraries.

Putting the archive together
The PLG-GTA team had a set of objectives, a range of skill sets, and the urgency of an unfolding story as motivation. But how did
things actually get done? The best practices framework for an Open Archival Information System (OAIS) served as the starting point
to generate three important information packages that could form the basis of a future data set for study: Submission Information
Package (SIP), Archival Information Package (AIP), and Dissemination Information Package (DIP). For those unfamiliar with OAIS, a
SIP is a set of data that a researcher creates and sends to the archive. In the case of this project, the SIP is the daily output of the
collection shell script we describe below. An AIP is a SIP, which may or may not be transformed, that is stored by the archive. In the
case of this project, the AIP is the transformed object that is stored by the #freedaleaskey archive. The DIP is the object or
derivative(s) of the object that is provided to a user when the object is requested. In the case of this project, the DIP is the group of
data streams of the object (e.g., an image of the website as one large PNG or PDF or a copy of the WARC file itself) that is provided
on a given crawl's page. DIPs are typically in formats that are more compact and more easily manipulated or queried by
researchers, whereas the AIP is kept secure and audited to ensure its integrity over time. In order to make the rationale behind the
PLG-GTA's decisions transparent, we will outline the following processes: the process and programs developed to create the
collection's SIPs; the decision to use Islandora to manage and disseminate AIPs and DIPs; and finally, the decision to highlight "hot
zones" of activity, areas of concern, and interconnections between posts through an intellectual arrangement and a traditional
archival finding aid.

Capturing two hundred pages in a single shell script (creating SIPs)
The release of Wget 1.14 (a command-line utility for getting files from the Web) included WARC functionality, allowing the PLG-GTA
team to capture and preserve over two hundred blog entries every night using twenty-five line shell scripts (for a discussion of
Wget, see Milligan 2012). Indeed, our use of capture is deliberate. It is interesting how Capture, in the online environment, mirrors
a series of more complex tasks that encompass the archival activities of appraisal and acquisition of documents in more traditional
contexts. The structure of the script can set the parameters that determine the level of detail when the original state of a particular
site is documented, but often this process appears generic (or worse, invisible) to the end user. While automated (i.e., scripted), it
is by no means neutral and in fact requires the eye of an archivist who can make informed decisions about what is to be captured
and how. Far from being an obsolete skill, the ability of archivists to make selection and appraisal choices is more relevant than
ever. What has changed is the environment and tools required to operate effectively in an online environment.

We capture these records in WARC format. WARC functionality has been a boon to the capture and preservation of websites. We can
now capture a website simply by running the command

wget --warc-file=boycottmellenpress http://boycottmellenpress.org

The results look like this:

$ wget --warc-file=boycottmellenpress http://boycottmellenpress.com

Opening WARC file 'boycottmellenpress.warc.gz'.

--2014-08-25 14:14:03-- http://boycottmellenpress.com/

Resolving boycottmellenpress.com (boycottmellenpress.com)... 50.23.239.98

Connecting to boycottmellenpress.com (boycottmellenpress.com)|
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50.23.239.98|:80... connected.

HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK

Length: 3004 (2.9K) [text/html]

Saving to: 'index.html'

0K .. 100% 3.98M=0.001s

2014-08-25 14:14:03 (3.98 MB/s) - 'index.html' saved [3004/3004]

This command-line utility can be called in a shell script, allowing a user to run multiple Wget commands without having to manually
type each command separately. The PLG-GTA team was therefore able to automate the capture and preservation of a list of web
pages. They accomplished this with the script arxivdaleascii (available at
https://github.com/ruebot/arxivdaleascii/blob/master/arxivdaleascii), which iterated a list of over two hundred pages, now found at
https://github.com/ruebot/arxivdaleascii/blob/master/arxivdaleascii-sites.txt. When run, the script does a number of things. First, it
grabs the current date from the system with the command

DATE='date +"%Y_%m_%d"'

Second, it creates a directory based on that date and changes to that directory:

mkdir FDA_$DATE

cd FDA_$DATE

It then reads a line-delimited text file containing a list of sites (this means each line contains a website address, as does the second
line, and so on), and begins iterating over each line with this command:

cat $SITES | while read line; do

For each line, a few more commands are run, first creating an index directory for the page and then changing focus to the directory
created above so that files can be saved within it:

let "index++"

pad='printf "%05d" $index'

mkdir $DATE-$pad

cd $DATE-$pad

Wget then takes a screenshot of the page using the programs wkhtmltopdf and wkhtmltoimage (Truelsen and Kulkarni 2015). It
does so using xvfb-run, which is an X virtual framebuffer (Wiggins 2015) that allows the program to run without a graphical user
interface, making it exceptionally useful because the program can be run without a monitor, or "headless," on an external server.
For a long-running, low-maintenance program, this is essential. The two specific programs, wkhtmltopdf and wkhtmltoimage, do
what their names suggest: the first takes an HTML page and turns it into a PDF document, and the second creates a PNG image
(screenshot of the site). As we will discuss below, these features proved to be very helpful to researchers. The commands for these
programs look like this:

/usr/bin/xvfb-run -a -s "-screen 0 1280x1024x24" /usr/bin/wkhtmltopdf --dpi 200 --page-size Letter --custom-
header 'User-Agent' 'User-Agent Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_6; de-de) AppleWebKit/533.19.4
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.3 Safari/533.19.4' "$line" $pad-$DATE.pdf

/usr/bin/xvfb-run -a -s "-screen 0 1280x1024x24" /usr/local/bin/wkhtmltoimage --use-xserver --custom-header
'User-Agent' 'User-Agent Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_6; de-de) AppleWebKit/533.19.4 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/5.0.3 Safari/533.19.4' "$line" tmp.png /usr/bin/pngcrush tmp.png $pad-$DATE.png rm tmp.png

Once the screenshots of the website have been generated, the script moves on to its next task: creating a WARC file. Using Wget
flags, the script creates a WARC of the page, saving HTML/CSS documents with proper extensions, capturing all the images and
other components needed to display the page, and transforming links in the downloaded HTML or CSS files point to local files (so
that on viewing the web page on a local device, the browser does not ascend to the parent directory). All this is done while waiting
1.5 seconds between retrievals, to minimize detrimental harm to the hosting server and to reduce the risk of being flagged as a
program with malicious intent (Free Software Foundation 2015). The open-source guide The Programming Historian has more
information on some of these commands as well as lessons that illustrate how the coding works (Milligan 2012). The full command is
as follows:

/usr/local/bin/wget --adjust-extension --page-requisites --convert-links –no- parent --random-wait --warc-
file=$pad-$DATE "$line"

Finally, Wget zips up the page's directory and writes it to a log file. This log file allows users to reconstruct what the crawler did and
identify any problems. These commands finish off the script:

cd $HOME/FDA_$DATE

zip -r $DATE-$pad.zip $DATE-$pad

rm -rf $DATE-$pad

echo "$(date) - $line archived" >> /var/log/daleascii.log

Once a given crawl is run, users can take a look at a given SIP. If a crawl is unzipped, the directory will have an index folder that
corresponds to the line number in the seed list. A given page's folder will contain a PDF, PNG, WARC, and page directory containing
all requests. See Figure 1 for view of directory. See Figure 2 for a more in-depth view of the page directory.

https://github.com/ruebot/arxivdaleascii/blob/master/arxivdaleascii
https://github.com/ruebot/arxivdaleascii/blob/master/arxivdaleascii-sites.txt
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Figure 1: View of directory
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https://www.digitalstudies.org/ojs/index.php/digital_studies/article/viewFile/325/412/2411
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Figure 2: View of the page directory

https://www.digitalstudies.org/ojs/index.php/digital_studies/article/viewFile/325/412/2411
https://www.digitalstudies.org/ojs/index.php/digital_studies/article/viewFile/325/412/2412
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Next we will look at how the team transformed the captured web pages (SIPs) into AIPs and DIPs. 

Islandora solution pack Web ARChive: AIP /DIP dissemination 

Once the the PLG-GTA team collected the material, the next question was how to make it accessible and of use to a researcher 
community. Capturing web pages is only the first step in the process of documenting online history. Without a robust preservation 
system, accompanied by useful and accessible proxies that can be consulted by researchers, the project team's activities would hav 
been well intentioned but ultimately of little value. 

Continuing to view this project through the OAIS lens of submission, archival, and dissemination information packages (SIPs, AIPs, 
and DIPs, respectively), we provided the repository with the SIP created above. The SIP contained three data streams for each 
object we created: a WARC file, a PDF file, and a PNG file. To handle the transfer, we employed the Islandora Web ARChive Solution 
Pack. The Web ARChive solution pack provides the means to preserve and disseminate web archives in Islandora. Prior to the 
creation of this module, not solution existed for the preservation and dissemination of web archives in institutional repository 
platforms such as Islandora, Project Hydra, or DSpace. There are two options for getting content into Islandora with the solution 
packs. The first is to add an individual object via Islandora XML Forms (Banks 2015); the second, to batch ingest with Islandora 
Batch (Vessey 2015). The team used Islandora Batch to add over 200,000 distinct objects to the #freedaleaskey collection. 

Upon ingest, data streams are added to the object via derivative creation and utility modules such as Islandora FITS (Ruest 2015b) 
and Islandora Checksum (Ruest 201 Sa). Islandora FITS uses the File Information Tool Set (FITS) to complete file identification and 
characterization. Islandora Checksum creates a checksum of the object that can be checked later for file integrity (fixity). All of the 
above is driven by the way the object is modelled (Ruest 2015c) in the Web ARChive solution pack. See Figure 3 for a diagram of a 
WARC file. 

Each Web ARChive object can have up to eleven data streams, including the three data streams created during the SIP phase. The 
solution pack creates display derivatives-a thumbnail JPG and medium-sized JPG-of the PNG screenshot created in the SIP phase, 
as well as WARC derivatives using the Internet Archive's WARC Tools (Ipterpet Archjye 201 Sb). These derivatives include a CSV file 
made using warcindex.py that has an index of all the files in a given WARC (WARC_CSV), as well as a filtered WARC 
DWARC_FILTERED D made using warcfilter.py. This is a WARC file stripped down as much as possible to the text, and it is used 
only for search indexing and keyword searching. 

Figure 3: Diagram of a WARC file 
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The DIP is a JPG and thumbnail of the captured website (if supplied) and download links to the WARC, PDF, WARC_CSV, screenshot,
and descriptive metadata. An example of a DIP can be seen in Figure 4.

Here a link to the "archived site" can be supplied in the default descriptive metadata form using the Metadata Object Description
Schema (MODS). The suggested usage here is to provide a link to the object in a local instance of the Wayback Machine (a way to
generate archived websites for viewing, as in the Internet Archive's original instance at http://archive.org/web), if such exists.

<mods:location>

<mods:url displayLabel="Active site">http://yfile.news.yorku.ca/</mods:url>

<mods:url displayLabel="Archived
site">http://digital.library.yorku.ca/wayback/20140713/http://yfile.news.yorku.ca/</mods:url></mods:location>

The solution pack used in conjunction with the Islandora Collection Solution Pack provides basic parent-child relationship structure.
It allows us to organize the archive by seed URLs (parent) and individual crawls (children). The figure 5 below shows the parent:

Figure 5: Parent folders of seed URLs containing individual crawls of sites
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Figure 6 shows the children (individual crawls with standard file names containing date of capture) within specific directories
(folders):

Figure 6: Individual crawls of web page "PLG GTA stands with Dale Askey." Note date of crawl is part of file name.

Arrangement
There were two major ways the PLG-GTA team arranged the information. First, the team created the repository itself
(freedaleaskey.plggta.org), containing hundreds of individually crawled WARC files for hundreds of distinct websites. The second
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(archives.plggta.org) constituted a traditional intellectual arrangement of the collection. This was constructed after the project was
well underway, with the purpose of testing the strength and vitality of traditional methods, such as a finding aid, of providing the
contents with an interpretive overlay of contextual information.

Islandora repository
The collection is organized by seeds and crawls. Seeds represent each crawled page, drawing from the list of websites we aimed to
collect. Each seed is thus an Islandora collection object with its own descriptive metadata. That collection object contains a number
of crawls, which are organized by date. You can see an example (Pullum 2013) in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Example of individual crawls of a blog post from The Chronicle of Higher Education

If you click on the PNG element of the DIP, you will get a long scrolled captured image of the full website, taken on a specific date.
See Figure 8.

Figure 8: Example of a captured blog post by Geoffrey Pullum in "Linga Franca" of The Chronicle of Higher Education. Note that
some elements, such as the flash advertising on the right does not render correctly.
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Storage and organization using Fedora commons & Islandora
Quality analysis of the crawl is clear from the visualization of the captured WARC file (i.e., the PNG or JPEG image). At a glance, we
can see that the site is being crawled correctly; if we were receiving 404 errors or other codes, they would appear in the
screenshots. While not a replacement for close reading, the quick mosaic of images gave the crawl operator an easy way to pick up
major changes in the configuration of the website.

Each web archive object has a basic descriptive metadata data stream which captures basic metadata regarding date of capture,
size, and unique identifier. In terms of access and reuse, each web archive object has a URI or Uniform Resource Identifier, along
with its derivatives. By default, the WARC files themselves are available to download. Preservation is dependent upon the policies of
the repository and institution. In the case of York University Libraries, a preservation action plan for web archives and the suite of
Islandora preservation modules cover the basic processes (checksum, checksum checker, FITS and PREMIS generation) for
preservation and public access.

Intellectual arrangement and creation of a traditional archival finding aid
The PLG-GTA team had captured, preserved, and placed in a digital repository a significant collection of websites in its efforts to
document events around #freedaleaskey. This wealth of resources had been crawled and preserved in a structured environment.
Researchers with access to the collection could find the sites that interested them if they knew what they were looking for or if they
had the time and impetus to browse through each folder. But there was no map to help an unfamiliar researcher navigate. The PLG-
GTA team thought creating a traditional archival finding aid might provide much-needed intellectual framing, contextual information
and authority to what had been captured.

This finding aid lent rhetorical power to our enterprise. Just as the collection of published materials by state institutions tends to
lend additional authority to individual works, and just as libraries and archival institutions participate in the construction,
maintenance, and posterity of literary canons as well as national and local narratives and histories, the team consciously employed
the documentary form of a finding aid to lend authenticity and authority to the stories selected for preservation. In this manner, the
team hoped to make transparent any bias and expose the nature of the tools employed. There was also an expectation that the
collection of these preserved documents might in some way serve Askey's legal team, so a finding aid to facilitate navigation of the
files was deemed to be useful.

Employing OS descriptive software
The PLG-GTA team installed an instance of ICA-AtoM (now known simply as AtoM, or Access to Memory), an open-source descriptive
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software system created specifically for archival institutions (Artefactual Systems 2015). Using it, one team member constructed a
logical series system based on form and function. For example, websites that were letters of support from other universities and
unions went into one series. The team member subsequently created file-level descriptions based on the individual sites that had
been collected.

Drawing on various standards, including Library and Archives Canada's AMICUS database (2004), OCLC's VIAF for authority control
(2015), this intellectual arrangement allowed the team to create authority records (structured data that is able to differentiate
between particular individuals) for authors, anonymous actors, and bloggers who actively participated in the debate, records that
could serve as pathfinders to areas of interest or "hot spots" of discussion that team members themselves had identified while going
about the work of capturing the sites of discussion.

Providing file-level descriptions also offered a way to document and make transparent the rationale, methodology, and objectives of
the PLG-GTA. The approach conceptualized the "object" described as the physical blog post, notably the multiple WARC files
captured over time. This way the focus of description was less the written content of the post and the discussion that ensued than
when the site came to the attention of the project team, when it was crawled, and any issues that interrupted or disrupted the crawl
(failed captures, problematic site structures, etc.).

Reflection on archival practice
Some of the more traditional approaches to archival arrangement and description were disrupted by the nature of #freedaleaskey
activities. An example was the discussions among the PLG-GTA team about how to structure the authority records/creator fields and
dates and extents. When things really did not seem to work or became uncomfortable to our professional sensibilities, we took it as
an indication that we, as archivists, might need to reconsider our approach. The archivist Anna St.Onge, for example, would have
preferred a chronological arrangement but the functionality of Islandora was not at its current level, making it difficult to easily
check for the most recent additions to the repository. Instead, an alphabetical arrangement was established. As well, archival
descriptive standards of the time limited our ability to provide accurate measurement of materials in the collection. How does one
measure the physical extent of scraped and archived websites, for example? How many meters of space (or megabytes?) do a
thousand tweets occupy?

A historian in the archive
Capturing and preserving the daily iterations of the websites was a worthwhile and useful exercise: it provided a mass of
documentation that could be drawn upon by Askey's defence team should any legal proceedings result from the defamation suit. For
the individuals "in the know," the records were accessible and could be navigated with relative ease. But was the collection
accessible and useful to people not immediately familiar with the Dale Askey case? In the same vein, creation of an intellectual
arrangement of the captured websites and public statements proved an interesting practice for the archivist, but it remained to be
seen if this tool would provide researchers with useful pathways to navigate and identify areas of interest for further research. The
team turned to a historian to get some feedback about the ability of their collecting efforts to generate usual scholarship.

The #freedaleaskey collection was, in many ways, ideal from the perspective of a practising historian because it was compiled from
daily scrapes of the Internet and drew upon a substantial corpus of dated material. Daily snapshots allow the historian to trace
changes over time, to study the changing relative frequencies of terms, topics, and discussions, and to compare the information to
other daily sources. Historians who have used other web archives have run into trouble dating them: if a scrape is only carried out
once a year, for example, we may know that a page or change occurred during that time, but extracting precise date information is
tricky. One also encounters scenarios in which it is not possible to determine whether an event was an isolated phenomenon or a
reflection of broader trends. The #freedaleaskey archive has the added benefit of allowing the historian to reasonably establish that
changes occurred on a given day. In this section, we will explore what a user can learn from the #freedaleaskey archives.

In order to effectively work with and manipulate large web archives, source transformations are necessary. Ian Milligan works with
web archives, exploring how historians can fruitfully examine the large quantities of information that they encapsulate. To do so, he
works largely with textual content. While images are rich sources, it is easier to process text to give a sense of how events evolved
over time.

Extracting text from web archives is not a straightforward undertaking. To do so in this case, we employed the WARC Tools kit. An
older version of that tool set, hosted on GitHub at https://github.com/ianmilligan1/Historian-WARC-1/tree/master/WARC/warc-
tools-mandel, turns WARC files into plain text by running each web page through the Lynx web browser. Lynx was one of the first
cross-platform web browsers of the early 1990. It is still used today by people with visual difficulties who need to have web pages
read to them. Each individual page of the collection went through this process, generating a plain text version with links rendered as
endnotes. The downside to this method is that textual content is artificially separated from its graphical content, and screen and
other elements that might give context to the text are lost. The advantage of the #freedaleaskey collection is that the researcher
can also draw on both the archived web pages and screenshots, which are quicker to access. It is also worth noting that source
transformations are nothing new: they are akin to taking notes in an archive, or even taking digital photographs of objects. Scholars
do, however, need to be conscious about and make sure to document this process.

One ideal feature of this collection is that each website is preserved in multiple formats, a testament to the complexity of web
archiving. Much of the conversation around the Dale Askey case took place in the comment threads of websites. For example, a
rather prolific commenter named Thomas Anthony Kelly appeared on a number of forums and blogs discussing the libel case.
Characterized by many as a "sock puppet" (i.e., using a pseudonym to seed positive press for the EMP), this commenter contributed
almost identical statements across at least four sites captured by the PLG-GTA before being called out by commenter John Jackson
(2013) in a Scholarly Kitchen post. For all known sites containing comments by Kelly, see
http://archives.plggta.org/index.php/thomas-anthony-kelly;isaar.

In such a charged environment, these comment threads often became more important than the initial posts or articles themselves:
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defenders of EMP were occasionally accused of being "sock puppet," or fraudulent online identities created for the singular purpose
of defending the publisher; it is also worth remembering that the original litigation was in part against allegedly libellous statements
made in the comments thread that Askey did not delete. Yet comments can be very hard to preserve.

Many websites use the popular Disqus platform, which they can host themselves, to help moderate comments, filter spam, and
provide an easy-to-use commenting interface (Disqus 2015). Unfortunately, Disqus is hard to archive: it does not immediately load
with the site. Looking at the HTML code on a web page from a website like Insider Higher Ed, which uses Disqus, one will not see
any comments (for a parallel with Adobe Flash, see Ankerson 2012). These were not preserved in the WARC files, or in the PDF
versions captured by the crawler. However, they are preserved in the captured screenshots of each page. Although screenshots are
not text searchable, they can be run through an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) program to facilitate their study using digital
methodologies. Without screenshots, the comments might have been lost to historians forever.

One of the first popular articles written about the libel case, Colleen Flaherty's Insider Higher Ed post "Price of a bad review" (2013)
illustrates the importance of the comments. In many ways, Flaherty's blog post began the online conversation: in the comments
appeared links to the original allegedly libellous post, links to statements from McMaster University as they emerged, links to crucial
pieces of litigation, and personal recollections of earlier libel cases. For a few days, "Price of a bad review" served as a community
hub for discussions around the case. Comments are crucial ingredients in a web archive of this story. Yet the WARC version and PDF
version of the captured Insider Higher Ed site do not contain any comments; the screenshot does. This fact is evident from a
comparison of the different versions. You can see this for yourself by comparing Flaherty's post (see the screenshot PNG at
http://freedaleaskey.plggta.org/websites/00017-20130306) with the PDF rendering of the WARC
(http://freedaleaskey.plggta.org/islandora/object/plggta%3A9267/datastream/PDF/00017-2013_03_06). These are the smaller
details that archivists and historians need to make transparent as we work with these often dynamic collections.

But what can a historian do with all of this textual material? The easiest starting point is simple word frequency over time. Supplied
with the date data, n-gram analysis is a useful tool for this purpose (similar to the Google Books n-gram viewer, available at
https://books.google.com/ngrams). The temporal nature of the #freedaleaskey archive lends itself well to this type of analysis.
Standard web archives, such as those available via the Internet Archive's Wayback Machine, have an uneven sampling practice,
whereas this collection took a snapshot every day. In Figure 9 is an n-gram for the word libel:

Figure 9: N-gram of the normalized frequency of the term libel in the collection

Here we observe that while initial coverage and discussion of the case focused on libel, the word's prevalence tapered off and
remained quite stable after early April. Much of this stability reflects a daily scrape of many websites that did not change over time.
There is a similar pattern in Figure 10, an n-gram search for dale askey:

Figure 10: N-gram of the normalized frequency of the term dale askey in the collection

Again, we note discussion throughout March 2013, but a trailing off by the middle of April 2013: conversation during this period
shifted away from Askey and discussions of libel toward a broader conversation about scholarly publishing and the

Figure 11: N-gram of the normalized frequency of the term edwin mellen press in the collectionmerits of the Edwin Mellen Press
itself.
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N-gram searches let us trace the evolution of the Dale Askey case. There is value in a mass exploration of WARC files that cannot be
derived from close reading of each individual article. Yet these graphs also require some technical knowledge to parse: note the two
peaks in late June 2013 in Figure 11 for searches for edwin mellen press, and the large peak in late July 2013 matched by an
inverse peak in the first figure (Figure 10). These are technical artefacts of a failed crawl of the sites that represent a gap in the
data set rather than a dramatic change in the debate.

One downside, however, of n-grams is that researchers must know what they are looking for. In its implementation, the n-gram is
not very fuzzy: a search for Edwin Mellen Press produces matches only to that 3-gram (see Figure 11), not to Mellen, Mellen Press,
or even just the press. This issue might be mitigated through more complicated or inclusive search terms, but in general one also
wants to find which concepts appear close together. There are two methods to facilitate: the first is clustering search; the second,
topic modelling or Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

Clustering search can be conducted using off-the-shelf research tools. By taking all the text files in the #freedaleaskey collection,
ingesting them into Apache Solr (an open-source search engine), and then interpreting them using the Carrot2 workbench (Apache
Software Foundation 2015; Weiss and Osinki 2015), we can graphically visualize search queries, as in the following example of
edwin mellen (Figure 12):

Figure 12: Cluster display of search term edwin mellen using Carrot2

Although this visualization might seem quite complex, users encounter clustering often on the Web, even if it may not be presented
under the name Apache Solr or Carrot2. A Google News search for hockey, for example, will produce a headline and a few suggested
stories, but underneath that will appear "explore more," with dozens or even hundreds of other articles. Google has clustered the
news articles together, and only shows a few top-ranked and representative articles to the reader in the same manner Figure 12
does.

Clustering provides a broader perspective on related elements in the #freedaleaskey collection: EMP (the abbreviation for Edwin
Mellen Press) is clustered with the term Dropped, so a click on that tab will bring up stories around the dropping of the lawsuit. In
the same manner, clusters including terms such as petition, removed the posts because EMP threatened and lawsuit will lead to
discussions focusing on specific topics that orbited the Askey case. Although this process is not perfect—there is some
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Figure 13: Cluster display of search term librarians using Carrot2

messy data in there—the broad contours of the story are now visible. For a historian, this presents an alluring non-chronological,
thematic approach to getting a distant measure of a dataset.

Carrot2 is a quick way to graphically make sense of a large web collection. There are other visualizations (Figure 14) which show
connections between clusters. Websites might belong to more than one cluster. In the figure below, generated using Aduna Cluster
Map software, each circle represents a website, connected to a "label" (string of words) that represents what the websites are
about. Websites connected to two labels span them (Aduna 2015).

Figure 14: Scatter topic graph pertaining to Dale Askey using Aduna Cluster Map software.
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In the above graph, topics which pertain to Dale Askey are placed into larger groups: Brock University Librarians, statements, UBC,
the Progressive Librarians Guild London and how they relate to each other branch in the upper right; to the left are discussions
around copyright and lawsuits; at bottom and to the right, clusters relating to McMaster (Askey's current employer) and Kansas
State (his employer when he wrote the two offending blog posts). In some ways, this is a more complicated version of Figures 12
and 13, generated with Carrot2. This approach lets researchers visualize the textual content and context of these web archives. A
click on any of the circles brings the user to the full text of the original website.

The foregoing methods of keyword searching and clustering have a fundamental disadvantage: users need to know what they are
looking for. Topic modelling presents a way around this obstacle. The basic idea behind it is that documents are composed of various
topics, or subjects, which themselves are composed of the specific words people choose to make their central arguments. Imagine
that a historian is writing an article about working-class women as well as male-dominated unions: when she writes about the first
topic, she may use words like women, girls, femininity, shifts, differential, feminism, and in the second one, she might use words
such as steward, masculinity, differential, overtime, and so forth. Topic modelling, implemented using algorithms such as Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), reverse engineers this process (see Jockers 2013; Graham, Weingart, and Milligan 2012). Again, due to
the date-sequenced nature of the data, one is able to trace the rise and fall of various topics in this corpus. There are no magic
methods to topic modelling; rather, they require some finessing with respects to the number of topics and the number of iterations
retrieved.

With some tweaking, we ran a topic model on the #freedaleaskey (inspired by venues, such as Summers 2015; Owens 2014b who
have proposed topic modelling as a potential finding aid. Fifty topics were extracted from the corpus and divided into three rough
categories: descenders, or topics that became less prominent as #freedaleaskey progressed; ascenders, or topics that became more
prominent; and blips, which saw sharp spikes.

Ten topics decreased in frequency over the time period. They are visualized below in Figures 15 and 16. Note that there is no one
way to read topic models; rather, they are a conversation starter and let researchers know what they might find within a collection.
The number on the left-most column refers to the topic itself.
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Figure 15: LDA topic descenders

Figure 15 displays all the topics that represented very important articles and initial exposés but generally decreased in attention and
significance as other sources came online (again, note that the three hasty reductions to zero in the count are artefacts of the web
archiving process). Some topics with steeper slopes reflect the waning attention of larger mainstream sites such as CBC.ca and
Slashdot, or the shift by some librarian blogs to less specific and more overarching issues related to the case. Other topics had more
shallow decreases; sites that related to McMaster, for example,

Figure 16: LDA topic ascenders
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had more staying power.

The "ascenders" are more revealing. Figure 16 illustrates topics that appeared at varying points in the archive, a testament to the
story's slow spread and build.

All of these different approaches to visualizing the #freedaleaskey collection help to demonstrate that well-constructed, event-
focused and temporally constructed web archives can be useful for historians and other consumers of web archives. Researchers will
have an excess of text to deal with in the new web era of scholarship, and these tools help impose order on an otherwise unwieldy
amount of information. Given the scope of the #freedaleaskey collection, researchers cannot rely solely on detailed finding aids or
subject matter specialists. Topic modelling, keyword searching, and clustering analysis can help bring important themes to the fore.
In a straightforward manner, drawing on open-source software, the narrative of an event can be crafted from its online traces. But it
depends in the first place on an approach like that of #freedaleaskey to preserve the documentary record: from blog posts, to
discussion forums, to news coverage. This form of preservation, access, and textual research should become a model for
organizations with a limited budget that need to preserve web data. Although efficient and reliable commercial solutions exist, the
authors purposefully sought out solutions that were free to download, were open source in practice, and had a healthy development
community. The intent was to demonstrate that even with a limited budget, similar solutions could be built with a modest amount of
time, labour, and infrastructure.

Articulating a (best) practice
The #freedaleaskey project was an effort founded and pursued in the spirit of shared professional values, concern for a respected
colleague, and a desire to test and practice skills in the aid of a wider social issue: that of free speech and academic freedom in the
sphere of online professional blogging and the intersection of scholarly publishing and library collection development. As an open-
source project, #freedaleaskey has also contributed back to the communities it drew on. The modified WARC solution pack was
returned to the Islandora Foundation and has been incorporated into the latest iteration of the program as a standard solution pack.

The team's efforts were a gesture of solidarity with a colleague who has provided mentorship and leadership within the library
community. But it was also hoped the project would signal to the wider community of librarians and archivists the commitment of
informal organizations like the PLG-GTA to the shared principles of academic freedom and free speech. We hold that the Internet
should be a forum of free and open dialogue without threat of intimidation from parties seeking to muzzle, repress and silence
outspoken members of the community or otherwise create a chill on public discourse.

As the #freedaleaskey collection has shown, current events that spark and gather momentum through online social media forums
can and should be captured and preserved (in as large a sample as possible) for future scholarly use, social accountability, and the
democratic process. Major current events of the past three years in North America as well as more localized community events
(from #Ferguson to #GamerGate to #IdleNoMore to #TeamHarpy), have been driven, accelerated, and drawn out in public forums.
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The current state of online hosting software does not afford the luxury of waiting for the passage of time to filter out the chaff and
deposit the relevant materials into heritage institutions such as libraries, archives, museums, and galleries. In addition to managing
those records that naturally find their way into institutions, archivists, as a profession, need to be the advance scouts who capture,
preserve, and document—not only for our institutions, but for wider communities, be they local concerns, social circles, professional
associations or social justice advocates. This is not a call for librarians and archivists to become citizen journalists or community
activists. We are not required to espouse any particular social or political position, but we are obliged, by the professional ethics of
libraries and archives, to choose a community to document, preserve, and support. In-depth, focused, precision exercises such as
#freedaleaskey can provide local studies that complement, challenge, or add texture to those large-scale web archiving programs
underway.

As a collaborative research project, #freedaleaskey also shared and developed expertise that could not have been supported under
a traditional single-researcher approach. Anna St.Onge, an archivist, was exposed to tools and techniques employed by her co-
authors that have incredible potential for the not-so-distant appraisal and accessioning of born-digital records or similar web
archives. It was also instructive to discuss and observe how a researcher went about accessing and constructing meaning out of
archival materials. So often, archivists speculate about user behaviour. This was an opportunity to reflect and adjust practice to
make material more accessible, without compromising descriptive context and the authenticity of the record.

As a historian, Ian Milligan was delighted to be able to work closely with a librarian and an archivist—to attend their conferences, to
e-mail back and forth, and to think more about the theory and work that goes into making collections available. One cannot simply
"grab material" and "make an archive." Instead, we need to think consciously about collection procedures, digital preservation, and
making archives accessible in a reliable fashion. Historians need to work more closely with librarians and archivists, and learn from
them as we take our own first steps into this new digital age.

As an archivist-librarian and developer, Nick Ruest found it extremely helpful to work with a group of highly qualified professionals in
the creation of systems for capture and delivery of current-event-based web archives. Above all, the interplay between historian,
archivist, librarian and developer roles was an invaluable experience. It inspired and informed the creation of tools for the
information professional.

Afterword
Although EMP dropped its defamation suit against McMaster University in March 2013, it continued to pursue Dale Askey in a civil
suit seeking $1.5 million in compensation. On 4 February 2015, Askey announced that Herbert Richardson and EMP had formally
dropped both cases against him and that the two parties had reached a legally binding settlement which "mutually releases all
parties from any claims" (Fabris 2015). A scanned copy of the court ruling can be found at https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6N4V-
cokle9SjZxbVpSVGZ6dDBmdks2cjFXakQyRDFRTU9J/view. "The outcome of this case is essentially a neutral outcome for academic
freedom," he said. "Both parties walk away from the matter admitting nothing and resolving nothing" (as quoted in Fabris 2015).
The authors hope that despite the neutral result of the story, the #freedaleaskey collection will be used for future study, testing,
and instruction by librarians, archivists, and historians alike.
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